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Abstract

There have recently been novel applications of medical systematic review guidelines to economic policy

interventions which contain controversial methodological assumptions that require further scrutiny. A

landmark 2017 Cochrane review of unconditional cash transfer (UCT) studies, based on the Grading of

Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE), exemplifies both the

possibilities and limitations of applying medical systematic review guidelines to UCT and universal

basic income (UBI) studies. Recognizing the need to upgrade GRADE to incorporate the differences

between medical and policy interventions, the GRADE Public Health Project Group (PHPG) was

convened to enumerate and address these methodological challenges. However, in light of our analysis

of additional methodological challenges that arise for UCT and UBI studies, we argue that the

adaptation of medical systematic review guidelines to economic methodology is far from

straightforward and is in fact more challenging than claimed by the PHPG.

Introduction

In the context of evidence-based policy making (EBPM), the evaluation and implementation of

economic policy interventions typically relies upon disparate sources of evidence, given sampling and

funding constraints, a diversity of stakeholder values, and a large variance of potential social, medical,

and political outcomes. In medical epistemology, proponents of evidence-based medicine (EBM) have

developed and implemented systematic review guidelines to solve the issue of evidential heterogeneity

and achieve transparency and consensus regarding evidential quality for a given medical intervention.

Given its success in EBM, novel attempts have been made recently in development economics to

produce systematic reviews based on medical systematic review guidelines. These issues become

particularly salient when applying such guidelines to the systematic review of unconditional cash

transfer (UCT) and universal basic income (UBI)
2
studies. UBI is commonly defined as a universal,

2
We define ‘UBI’ as an unconditional, universal, periodic cash transfer, while noting that there is a lack of

consensus on an exact definition in the literature. Note that according to our definition, negative income tax (NIT)

policies (Cf. Friedman, 1962) are not UBIs due to implicit conditionalities (Green et al., 2021; Vanderborght & Van

Parijs, 2017, pp. 32-40). We also slightly depart from the Basic Income Earth Network’s (BIEN) definition - the

most commonly referenced definition - by dropping the criterion of individuality, since this criterion, in our view,

unduly excludes salient household-based studies (e.g. B-Mincome) from the evidence base. Our definition is

1
Both authors contributed equally to the contents of this paper; correspondence may be addressed to:

adriankyle.yee@mail.utoronto.ca.
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periodic cash transfer, often advocated as a means to eradicate poverty, enhance population well-being,

and promote a form of economic egalitarianism. Since there is a clear lack of transparency and

consensus regarding numerous predicted outcomes of UCT and UBI interventions in the current

literature
3
, it might be tempting to attempt a straightforward application of medical systematic review

guidelines to overcome this lack. However, such an application raises numerous methodological

challenges at the intersection of medicine and economics.

Among extant evidence hierarchies (EHs) and systematic review guidelines, the Grading of

Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) tool has been used widely in

EBM and public health policy. Over 110 organizations from at least 19 countries use GRADE, including

the World Health Organization (WHO), the British Medical Journal, and the American Academy of

Family Physicians, among others. Evidence from these studies comes from a diverse array of

investigative strategies
4
(e.g. randomized controlled trials (RCTs), cohort studies, case studies, field

experiments, etc.) that cut across several disciplines (e.g. medicine, economics, sociology, psychology,

etc.). Given its prestige and widespread use in medicine, GRADE has been seen by some as a useful tool

for systematic review authors studying public policy interventions.

Such naive optimism, however, becomes called into question when considering the possibility of

applying GRADE to UCT and UBI studies. As we will demonstrate throughout this essay, UBI in

particular offers an edge case for GRADE that brings out many significant methodological challenges at

the intersection of medical epistemology and EBPM. On the one hand, UCTs, whether non-universal or

universal and periodic (i.e. UBI), have been construed by scholars as public health interventions with

concrete health and well-being outcomes (Cf. Dupas & Miguel, 2017; Chen & Quiñonez, 2018). On the

other hand, unlike other public health interventions, long-term UCTs and UBI possess a range of

unique properties stemming from the generality of cash as a form of intervention. Those properties give

rise to important differences between UCTs/UBI and other public health interventions. We catalogue

and elaborate on those differences in the course of our argument to demonstrate that GRADE requires

extensive amendment than has previously been supposed if it were to become an adequate systematic

review guideline for UBI research.

While no systematic review of UBI studies exists that follows an established guideline, Pega et al.

(2017)’s Cochrane review of long-term UCT studies is a close proxy which showcases many of the

possibilities and limitations of applying GRADE to economic policy interventions. Subsequently,

GRADE’s Public Health Group has convened a Public Health Project Group (PHPG) tasked with

presenting and addressing a comprehensive list of challenges facing review authors using GRADE for

public health policy interventions broadly construed. On the one hand, we argue that these

4
We follow Jerkert (2021) who argues that the term ‘investigative strategy’ is the best phrase to employ when

describing the highly diverse sources of evidence that medical researchers draw upon. As Jerkert points out, EHs

typically list not just study designs and methods but other forms of investigative strategies such as mechanistic

reasoning and clinical experience (p. 3). We agree with this holistic perspective and reflect it in our terminology.

3
In particular, there is a clear lack of transparency and consensus regarding the evidence base for UBI-related

claims in a variety of different arenas, including the peer-reviewed literature on UBI (Cf. Delsen, 2019;

Widerquist, 2018;), popular literature on UBI (Cf. Bregman, 2017; Lowrey, 2018; Yang, 2018; Forget, 2020;

Standing, 2020), commentary in scientific journals (Cf. Kariel & Patel, 2021; Arnold, 2020), policy documents (Cf.

UNDP China, 2020; Ammar et al., 2020; Segal et al., 2020), and public petitions (European Basic Income

Network, 2020). Moreover, evidence hierarchies (EHs) proposed in the context of EBPM tend to be too simplistic

(Cf. Pawson, 2006, p.49; Leigh, 2010, p. 224; Farrington et al., 2002; Madaleno & Waights, 2015) for the purpose

of evaluating UCT and UBI policy interventions. We explore the reasons in detail throughout the essay.

furthermore consonant with an important recent systematic review of UBI studies conducted by the Stanford

Basic Income Lab (Hasdell 2020).
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methodological challenges are relevant to UBI research, yet many of them have been underplayed or

neglected by UBI researchers. On the other hand, we also demonstrate in detail how the PHPG’s list of

challenges do not go far enough to encompass the full range of issues that systematic review authors

examining UCT and UBI studies will face. Our paper explicates and then builds upon the PHPG’s

five-point analysis by raising important additional challenges in the case of UCT and UBI studies that,

in our view, the PHPG fails to elaborate sufficiently. In doing so, we also question the optimism implied

in both the PHPG’s attempt to modify GRADE for economic policy interventions as well as UBI

researchers’ less-sophisticated attempts to draw bold conclusions from inadequate evidence and poorly

conceived systematic reviews. We conclude with some suggestions for how extant UBI and UCT

methodology can be improved in light of these additional challenges we pose.

1 - GRADE’s Application in UCT Studies

For at least the past 20 years, EHs have been used in EBM as a tool for supporting the evaluation of

‘investigative strategies’: the diverse sources of evidence regarding the expected outcomes of medical

interventions. Prominent evidence hierarchies in EBM have included the Scottish Intercollegiate

Guidelines Network (SIGN) (Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, 2011), the Consolidated

Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) (Moher et al., 2010; Montgomery et al., 2018), and GRADE

(Siemieniuk & Guyatt, 2017). The use of EHs and systematic review guidelines in EBM has been heavily

criticized by philosophers of science, especially philosophers of medicine
5
, leading to productive

analogous discussions in EBPM (Cf. Shadish et al., 2002; Cartwright & Hardie, 2012).

What distinguishes GRADE from other systematic review guidelines is a feature which pertains

to the evaluation of RCTs vis-a-vis other investigative strategies. An uncritical acceptance of RCTs as the

epistemic ‘gold standard’ has been shown to be at odds with case studies of medical trials, where results

obtained from RCTs were later overridden by insights gained from other, allegedly ‘inferior’

investigative strategies (Cf. Frieden, 2017; Cartwright & Deaton, 2018). Unlike other evidence

hierarchies such as SIGN, CONSORT, and the Maryland Scientific Methods Scale (Farrington et al.,

2002), GRADE does not give excessive privilege to RCTs over observational studies, irrespective of the

details of their design. Rather, GRADE merely ranks RCTs provisionally higher than observational

studies, but allows for subsequent adjustment according to criteria other than risk of bias. This helps to

avoid unwarranted and unconditional high regard for RCTs over other investigative strategies.

The second distinguishing feature of GRADE pertains to a less widely discussed but important

topic, namely, of measuring the inconsistency among heterogeneous studies. Unlike most other extant

guidelines and EHs, GRADE provides a concrete procedure by which the inconsistency among different

studies should be measured using the statistic. ranges from 0% to 100% and is defined as𝐼2 𝐼2

(interpreted as a percentage), where Q is the chi-squared statistic and df is the𝐼2 = ( (𝑄−𝑑𝑓)
𝑄 ) 𝑥 100 (χ2)

degrees of freedom (Deeks et al., 2021, §10.10.2). may also be understood less technically as the ratio𝐼2 

5
For example, Jerkert (2021) argues that attempts to rank order evidence have been consistently unclear on what

exactly is being ranked, especially when such investigative strategies employ probabilistic evidence. Mercuri &

Baigrie (2018) argue that many metrics of epistemic rigor in GRADE are arbitrary and ill-defined. Stegenga (2014)

has gone so far as to argue that there is ultimately little justification for EHs at all in medicine and that they

should be avoided as a means of assessing the evidence for causal claims. Goldenberg (2006) argues EHs in

medicine have typically obscured unavoidably subjective elements in all medical epistemology that are

detrimental to sound medical policymaking.
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of the population variance of some observed effect to the observed variance of a sample (Borenstein et

al., 2017, p. 7). Among other benefits, this metric allows GRADE users to formulate recommendations

that account for the heterogeneity of studies which might otherwise be overlooked.

We now proceed with a detailed exposition of GRADE in action by summarizing the only

application to date of GRADE to the systematic review of long-term UCT studies: a Cochrane study

conducted by Pega et al. (2017). Relevant features of both GRADE and the Cochrane review of UCT

studies will be highlighted in the course of the summary, which will lay out the context for the

discussions of additional challenges we pose in sections 2 to 6.

Pega et al. (2017) provide a synoptic, highly detailed systematic review of papers from 17

electronic databases encompassing recent research on UCTs and their impact on health outcomes in

low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). This review aggregated data from 21 studies of UCTs in

Africa, the Americas, and South-East Asia, and consisted of 16 cluster-RCTs, 4 controlled

before-and-after studies (CBAs), and a single cohort study, involving 1,092,877 participants in total (of

which 36,068 were children) (p. 2). More specifically, these studies’ designs included “parallel group

and cluster-randomised controlled trials (RCTs), quasi-RCTs, cohort and controlled before-and-after

studies (CBAs), and interrupted time series studies of UCT interventions in children (0 to 17 years) and

adults (18 years or older) in LMICs” (p. 1). Their stated focus is to understand the ways in which UCTs

for reducing poverty and vulnerabilities might mitigate a diversity of public health issues.

GRADE requires review authors to define the intervention. Pega et al. define a UCT as a cash

transfer that satisfies the following conditions (Pega et al., 2017, p. 14):

● It must be disbursed as cash and not as credit or a voucher

● It must be unconditional

● It cannot be based on previous social insurance payments (i.e. is non-contributory)

● It must be provided by the government or a research group

● It must be provided periodically within a given time frame (i.e. is not a one-off payment)

Having defined a UCT
6
, studies were chosen which examined cash transfers that adhered to the above

definition.

Following GRADE, Pega et al. proceed to enumerate the primary and secondary outcomes to be

examined by their review. Primary outcomes include changes in health service use, stunting, illnesses,

food security, rates of depression, parenting quality, and healthcare expenditures (p. 15). Most studies,

funded by either governments, international organizations, or research groups, compared a treatment

group administered with a UCT with a control group which received either a smaller UCT or no UCT.

The stated cash value of the UCTs varied from study to study, ranging between 1.5% and 53.9% of the

annual GDP per capita of select countries. Various effects were measured and common statistics were

computed, such as risk factors for treatment versus control groups, risk ratios with 95% confidence

intervals, and, most importantly, a grade for the ‘quality of evidence’ for each outcome in accordance

with GRADE criteria.

To determine the quality of evidence, GRADE asks reviewers to make judgments about surveyed

studies along eight criteria: (1) consistency of effect estimates between studies; (2) imprecision (e.g. the

width of confidence intervals); (3) indirectness (i.e. whether the study is directly or indirectly relevant

to the outcome of interest); (4) publication bias; (5) limitations of study design; (6) magnitude of effect;

6
The above definition is not only consonant with our definition of UBI but also captures all of the core features of

a UCT that distinguishes it from other welfare interventions, while also remaining broad enough to apply to a

variety of studies.
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(7) residual confounders; (8) dose-response gradient. Users of GRADE are further instructed to

consider reasons to downgrade a study using criteria (1) - (5) and to upgrade a study using criteria (6) -

(8) (Schünemann et al., 2013, §5.1). After completing this procedure, GRADE users are expected to

assign a final grade to the quality of evidence for each outcome. Those grades are either ‘high’,

‘moderate’, ‘low’, or ‘very low’. For instance, ‘high’ means “[w]e are very confident that the true effect

lies close to that of the estimate of the effect” and ‘very low’ means “[t]he true effect is likely to be

substantially different from the estimate of [the] effect” (Schünemann et al., 2013, §5).

Pega et al. (2017) generally followed this procedure, listing each examined study in detail under

each outcome. While the GRADE Handbook has a specific section dedicated to assessing the risks of

bias, Pega et al. have opted to go beyond and construct their own taxonomy of bias. Specifically, Pega et

al. (2017) introduced a matrix with a set of three-point criteria (positive, minus, or question mark)

outlining risks of bias along several dimensions, including whether a randomization procedure was

used, whether allocation was concealed from researchers, whether baseline characteristics were similar,

and whether contamination had occurred (i.e. whether there was spillover from treatment to control

group) (p. 27). These original criteria depart from GRADE’s recommendations, which state that risk of

bias should only lower the grade of a study if that study is deemed ‘high quality’ (in Pega et al.’s case,

none of the studies surveyed were deemed to be above ‘moderate’ quality) and that downgrading should

only occur if most studies surveyed are biased (Schünemann et al., 2013, §5.2.1).

As the above summary demonstrates, in order to fit their review process to the structure of

GRADE, Pega et al. had to make several adjustments to the standard GRADE guideline, such as their

introduction of custom-made criteria for evaluating the risks of bias of the UCT studies. This suggests

that the application of GRADE to cash transfer studies may present additional challenges to researchers

compared to its application in medical research. Indeed, a subsequently published GRADE Public

Health Project Group (PHPG) concept paper attempts to examine and elaborate these methodological

challenges for public health interventions in a more systematic way (Hilton Boon et al., 2021).
7
These

challenges were grouped into five categories and presented as follows (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 48):

(1) incorporating diverse perspectives

(2) selecting and prioritizing outcomes

(3) interpreting outcomes and identifying a threshold for decision-making

(4) assessing certainty of evidence from diverse sources, including non-randomized studies

(5) addressing implications for decision makers, including concerns about conditional

recommendations

However, the PHPG concept paper was very brief, presenting only the bare outlines of these challenges

and their solutions without sufficient elaboration, argumentation, or enough concrete examples from

the UCT and UBI literature. In the following five sections, we present additional challenges which the

PHPG paper fails to elaborate sufficiently and yet are crucial to keep in mind when trying to design

systematic review guidelines for evaluating evidence pertaining to UCT and UBI interventions that

straddle multiple disciplines.

2 - Incorporating and excluding fluctuating perspectives

7
It is worth noting that Pega et al. (2017) was featured in the PHPG concept paper as one of four case studies in

the application of GRADE to public health. Moreover, one of Pega et al. (2017)’s coauthors, Stefan Lhachimi, was

also a coauthor of the PHPG paper. Many of the challenges highlighted by the PHPG paper, therefore, represent

those that were also faced by GRADE users reviewing UCT studies.
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The first challenge the PHGP outlines is the incorporation of diverse perspectives into the review. As

they note, the key here is to find a way to balance the concerns of medical stakeholders with those of

non-medical stakeholders (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 49). The PHPG further notes that stakeholders

who read and use the systematic reviews may work within different ‘cultures of evidence’ and that “[t]he

way that such varied audiences frame policy questions, the extent to which these audiences value health

protection and improvement, and the priorities placed on various policy approaches may all differ

substantially” (p. 49).

We add to this discussion in noting that Pega et al. (2017) do not explicitly explain whether, and

to what extent, their review incorporates relevant perspectives, particularly of policymakers in LMICs

who may be interested in UCTs as a form of public health intervention. However, the review authors did

give prominence to institutional sources such as the United Nations (UN), the WHO, and the World

Bank when defining a UCT as an intervention intended to reduce poverty and vulnerabilities (pp.

10-12). Partly as a consequence of this definition, 32 studies were excluded from the review “because

they did not examine an eligible UCT for reducing poverty and vulnerabilities” (p. 26). Notably, studies

which focus on the efficiency of UCTs against other forms of intervention were excluded because “no

eligible outcome [was] studied” (pp. 99-100). For example, one of the excluded studies, namely

Skoufias et al. (2013), compares the economic outcomes of in-kind and cash transfers in relation to

Mexico’s Programa de Apoyo Alimentario and finds that a cash transfer at 75% of the market value of

the in-kind transfer had a poverty impact identical to that of the in-kind transfer (pp. 407-408). This

type of study might be of interest to stakeholders and policymakers in LMICs who are interested in the

effect of UCTs on the efficiency of resource use to fight poverty, yet the review excluded such studies

and thus became less relevant to those interested in this aspect of the issue. Similar exclusions can be

seen in the initial stages of systematic reviews in UBI research, as when the Irish government

commissioned a review exclusively to the Low Pay Commission (Houses of the Oireachtas, 2021) and

therefore neglected a wide range of other stakeholders (Social Justice Ireland, 2021). Given the broader

diversity of stakeholders involved in cash transfer interventions, such exclusions may, in many cases, be

inevitable in order to give a manageable scope to the review. Yet there is still a lack of sufficient

justification for these exclusions among extant UCT and UBI reviews, which is a point that is not

mentioned by the PHPG.

Another challenge of GRADE for UCT and UBI research, which the PHPG does not mention, is

to account for wider fluctuations in these perspectives over time. Pega et al. (2017) trace the evolution of

international perspectives on the intended outcomes of UCTs (pp. 10-11). Recent studies suggest that

public opinion regarding UBI may vary according to world events such as the COVID-19 pandemic

(Nettle et al., 2021), changing demographics (Vlandas, 2021), and participation in pilots and

experiments (Simanainen & Kangas, 2020). Many of these fluctuations are unpredictable, yet there is

arguably a need for a strategy to hedge against such events in order to preserve the long-term relevance

of systematic reviews, such that these reviews may continue to inform policy even after such

perspective-altering events occur. Relatedly, compared to medical intervention, the ‘culture of evidence’

in UCT and UBI research is highly politically charged, a difference which is not sufficiently noted in the

PHPG paper. Failing to address this cultural difference may further undermine the utility of systematic

reviews over time. For example, Parth and Nyby (2020) point out that welfare experiments (including

UBI experiments) rarely inform policy decisions directly. Instead, these experiments tend to “regulate

discourses, shape ideological party disputes and influence agenda-setting opportunities” (p. 2). An

analysis of the tweets of Finnish MPs during and after the Finnish experiment found that, while the

experiment itself contributed to an increase in UBI-related tweets, Finnish MPs’ opinions and
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perspectives on UBI remained relatively unchanged across party lines and demographics even after the

preliminary empirical findings were released (Parth & Nyby, 2020). In the original “theory-agnostic”

spirit of EBPM (Favereau & Nagatsu, 2020, pp. 191-192), systematic review authors in UBI research

need to find a way to respond to the ossification of perspectival differences, so that the review may

actually contribute to successful consensus-building.

3 - Selecting and prioritizing causally opaque outcomes

The next challenge identified by the PHPG is that of selecting and prioritizing the outcomes to be

examined in the review. In Hilton Boon et al. (2021), Stefan Lhachimi, co-author of the Cochrane

review on UCTs discussed in section 1, reports that “the Summary of Findings table went through

several iterations during the review process before agreement was reached on which and how many

outcomes to report” (p. 45). According to the PHPG (including Lhachimi), one major source of this

difficulty was the fact that the primary outcomes studied in Pega et al. (2017) were mostly treated as

secondary in the RCTs and other studies that were reviewed. Therefore, evidence was very limited on

most of Pega et al.’s primary outcomes.
8
The PHPG further highlighted the challenge of balancing

population health with health equity in the outcome selection process (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, pp.

49-50), although Pega et al. (2017) were able to generally overcome this challenge by following the

PROGRESS-Plus guidelines.
9

While this is a welcome start to a discussion concerning the selection and prioritization of

outcomes, we argue that many additional related challenges arise for UBI research. Firstly, review

authors might find it difficult to decide whether a given outcome is an outcome of UBI in the first

place.
10
Unlike other, more targeted interventions, the causal pathways of UBI are inherently various

and opaque.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the causal relationship between an unconditional

cash transfer for reducing poverty and vulnerabilities and the use of health services and

health outcomes (Pega et al., 2017, p. 12)

10
In the methodology literature, this problem is often discussed in the context of mechanisms and mechanistic

evidence (Cf. Clarke et al., 2014; Illari, 2011). Russo and Williamson (2007) argue that establishing a causal

relationship between an intervention and its effect requires both probabilistic and mechanistic evidence. Favereau

and Nagatsu (2020) further argue that the lack of generalizability of most RCTs in social policy can be overcome

by supplementing the evidence base with reliable sources of mechanistic evidence, such as “lab-like field

experiments,” as well as insights from behavioral economics. However, Marchionni and Reijula (2019) point out

that the distinction between these two types of evidence (i.e. probabilistic and mechanistic) does not hold for

studies of social policy interventions.

9
PROGRESS-Plus stands for Place of residence, Race/ethnicity/culture/language, Occupation, Gender/sex,

Religion, Education, Socioeconomic status, and Social capital. ‘Plus’ refers to characteristics associated with

discrimination (e.g. age), social relationships or status known to compromise good health (e.g. grew up in a

household with parents who smoke), and time-dependent relations that make people temporarily disadvantaged

(Cochrane Equity Methods, 2021). Along those lines, Pega et al. found that studies on the following five outcomes

reported equity-related measurements that were relevant to PROGRESS-Plus: ‘height for age’ (negligible effects

on inequality reported), ‘disease or illness’ (not statistically significant), ‘food security’ (not statistically significant;

uncertain evidence), ‘dietary diversity’ (modest reduction in inequality; uncertain evidence), and ‘depression’

(negligible effects on inequality reported) (2017, pp. 39-40).

8
For example, as already noted in section 1, the review authors found “no evidence” of the effect of UCTs on the

number of deaths (Pega et al., 2017, p. 34), which is emblematic of the challenge of aligning the review authors’

priorities with what is available for review
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For example, Pega et al. (2017) present Figure 1 and describe five pathways: “1. Direct consumption

effects (pathway A-B-C). 2. Direct status effects (pathway A-D-E). 3. Combined consumption and status

effects (pathway A-B-F-E). 4. Employment effects (pathway A-G-H). 5. Reduced financial risk (arrow

I)” (p. 12). Even at this simplified level, four out of five pathways require two or more intermediate steps

to be linked causally from intervention to effect, which reduces the likelihood of a successful

identification and empirical observation of the full causal pathway in UBI experiments.

Moreover, we believe that such assumptions regarding causal pathways need to be stated and

defended in more detail in the case of cash transfers, where socio-economic differences between

communities may likely alter the way interventions work (Cf. Khosrowi, 2019). Each of the four

mediating components in Figure 1 requires justification with reference to evidence, and it is the

strength and character of that evidence that determines the extent to which such components may be

active in different social settings (Parkhurst & Abeysinghe, 2016). For example, pathway A-B-C is

supported by evidence specifically from Nordic countries (Lundberg et al., 2010), which suggests that

this pathway may not be active in social settings that are significantly different from Nordic countries

(e.g. LMICs). This approach dispenses with the idea of establishing a univocal causal relationship and

instead suggests that causal pluralism ought to be considered the default mode of reasoning about the

mechanisms of UCTs.

Secondly, due to the sheer variety of outcomes as well as the aforementioned challenge of

establishing reliable accounts of causal pathways, the selection of outcomes in UBI research is especially

prone to the ‘streetlight effect’. The streetlight effect obtains when research focuses on outcomes that

are easier to study but less important, rather than on outcomes that are more important but harder to

study (Widerquist, 2018, p. 32). Outcomes whose causal pathways are relatively well-established, and

outcomes which are relatively easier to study or are more frequently examined in extant studies, could

risk being blindly prioritized over other, equally important outcomes. For instance, UBI advocates have

argued that UBI is an optimal way to harness the values created from technological innovation (Cf.

Bregman, 2017; Yang, 2018; Varoufakis, 2020). Yet no empirical study exists to date that studies this

outcome, mainly because it is challenging to design an experiment for it compared to other outcomes

such as employment. In addition to the streetlight effect, political bias can also distort the outcome

8



selection process in ways that are not common in the case of medical systematic reviews. For example, a

typical selection pattern among pro-UBI researchers is to include employment and health effects in the

same study. This serves to generate a positive image of UBI insofar as ‘minor’ declines in employment

can be presented as being ‘outweighed’ by ‘major’ improvements in physical and psychological health

(Cf. McDowell & Ferdosi, 2021, p. 3; Allegri & Foschi, 2020, pp. 12-13; German Institute of Economic

Research, 2020, p. 24; p. 47). These biasing factors at the outcome selection stage are not sufficiently

noted by the PHPG.

Thirdly, we argue that due to its generality as an intervention and the high potential magnitude

of its effects, UBI touches on a wider range of national and international policy priorities compared to

other, more targeted economic interventions. A sample list of UBI-related priorities expressed by

governments include mitigating the negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic (Gentilini et al., 2021),

maximizing the utility of social protection budgets (UNDP China, 2020), enhancing human agency

(Government of India, 2017), encouraging all residents to participate in public life (Federal Council of

Switzerland, 2015), fostering social inclusion and equality (Department of the Taoiseach, 2020), and,

more simply, guaranteeing an income floor for all (Arriba González de Durana & Rodríguez-Cabrero,

2021; Segal et al., 2020). Moreover, although extant studies and reviews focus overwhelmingly on the

‘People’ goals (Goals 1-6) of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, UBI has been claimed to have an

impact on the ‘Prosperity (7-12) and ‘Planet’ (13-15) goals too, yet the discussion of these aspects remain

at a theoretical level due to the lack of empirical research (MacNeill & Vibert, 2019). As with the

previous challenge in section 2, here again UCT and UBI review authors are faced with the need to

provide a sufficient justification for excluding certain outcomes that touch on these diverse policy

priorities, a need which is not mentioned by the PHPG.

4 - Interpreting outcomes and acknowledging social equipoise

The PHPG raises several challenges regarding the interpretation of the selected outcomes in

GRADE-based systematic reviews (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 50). The first challenge noted is that

ostensibly small changes of outcome at the individual level can lead to significant changes at a

population level, such as in a finding from a salt-reduction program in which “a[n individual] reduction

in salt explains between one fifth and one third of [population-level] cases of hypertension” (Webster et

al., 2017, p. 570). Relatedly, Pega et al. (2017) note how a comparatively small UCT can lead to large

increases in dietary diversity and protein intake (p. 36). Moreover, the PHPG notes that different

stakeholders may desire different degrees of granularity in the reporting of outcomes (Hilton Boon et

al., 2021, p. 50). This is a valid point in the context of UCT and UBI studies which Pega et al. (2017) do

not sufficiently incorporate. Different stakeholders may not require or agree to a uniform level of

granularity and may only be interested in, for example, whether UCTs will lead to a general increase or

decrease in health service use. Counterfactually, the same studies reviewed in Pega et al. (2017) might

possibly have provided moderate or even high-quality evidence if the outcome was characterized in a

more coarse-grained fashion.
11

Furthermore, citing Petticrew et al. (2013), the PHPG called for greater attention to the problem

of ‘social equipoise’, that is, equipoise for non-health outcomes (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 50).

11
The counterfactual scenario mentioned here is inspired by Parker (2020, p. 473). Although Parker (2020)’s chief

focus is on finding a way to evaluate the adequacy-for-purpose of climate models, similar discussions can be

fruitful in the context of UBI studies, since the latter also needs to inform policy while also often failing to achieve

a fully accurate representation of the causal pathways from intervention to outcome.
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Petticrew et al. (2013) define equipoise as the “open acknowledgment of uncertainty about

effectiveness” which obtains when there exists “no consensus about the comparative merits of the

alternatives to be tested” (p. 1). Particular challenges that arise with social equipoise include the lack of

clarity on the full list of alternative interventions, the multiplicity of outcomes, and the unwillingness of

stakeholders (particularly politicians) to acknowledge equipoise (ibid, pp. 1-2).

Two additional challenges, not noted by the PHPG, arise in the context of this discussion.

Firstly, review authors in UCT and UBI lack a shared standard for amalgamating evidence and

translating the findings into decision thresholds. On the one hand, this is not necessarily a vice.

Allowing each team of review authors to define their own standards might help make the review

relevant to the particular stakeholders they are working with. On the other hand, a lack of standards

might encourage reviewers to ‘fill in the gap’ and translate their findings into decision thresholds in an

exaggerated manner. As a notable example, a recent systematic review examines the effect of UBI on

labor supply, finds that “no evidence has been found of most of the negative [labor supply] effects

attributed to a UBI” (De Paz-Báñez et al. 2020, p. 18), and concludes that the review “settles the

discussion on the subject” (p. 4). This is a bold claim which fails to account for causal pluralism (as

discussed in section 3) and other factors that make evidence amalgamation difficult in the case of UBI

studies. The challenge, then, is to set standards that are sufficiently flexible as to encourage review

authors to present the idiosyncrasies of individual studies in detail, while also discouraging review

authors from making exaggerated claims to comprehensiveness and impartiality.

Secondly, acknowledging social equipoise for UBI requires review authors to account for

feedback effects (such as inflation, the Hawthorne effect
12
, and reflexivity) of the intervention, a

challenge which is not mentioned by the PHPG. Extant UBI studies tend to fail to account for such

effects and thus wrongly assume that certain outcomes follow from the intervention by definition. For

example, Widerquist (2018) lists as many as five claims that “do not need a test” (p. 105). These include

the “poverty claim,” which states that “UBI set at or above the poverty line necessarily eliminates

poverty” (p. 106). Moreover, the “freedom claim” (UBI will reduce recipients’ dependency on

employers), the “compensation claim” (UBI transfers resources from the unjustly wealthy to the

unjustly poor), and the “reciprocity claim” (UBI enables recipients to consume products without

providing a corresponding amount of labor) are asserted to be “true by definition” (ibid). In a similar

vein, Wells (2019), who won the 2017 Basic Income Studies Essay Prize, boldly claims that “[a] global

basic income programme that transferred $1 per day from the rich world to each poor person would

eliminate extreme poverty directly and at negligible cost” (p. 1) without fully acknowledging the possible

feedbacks (such as global-scale fluctuations in the value of currencies) that might occur as a result of

such an intervention. Giving a sufficient account of such feedback effects, however, is challenging for

UCT and UBI interventions, making it that much more difficult to convince review authors that certain

12
Relatedly, Teira (2013) argues that the practical and ethical challenges around designing and implementing a

successful blinding and masking procedure may be insurmountable in the case of randomized field experiments.

This implies that RCTs in EBPM research have a high chance of violating the non-interference assumption, which

states that the outcome of the trial should not be influenced by factors other than the intervention itself (Teira,

2013). Moreover, Sedgwick and Greenwood (2015) point out that the Hawthorne effect may still obtain in

double-blinded (or even triple-blinded) trials, in the sense that the results obtained in the study may still not

generalize to the target population due to the fact that study participants’ behavior might collectively be

influenced by the mere knowledge of being part of a trial. These issues become particularly challenging for UBI

research, where the potential psychological effects of taking part in the trial of a ‘big idea’ like UBI may be

considerable (Cf. Widerquist, 2018). See also Jiménez-Buedo & Guala (2015) for a detailed discussion of the

‘artificiality’ of experiments and its potential effects on the generalizability of results.
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outcomes might not follow as readily as they assume, and that therefore social equipoise ought to be

acknowledged.

5 - Assessing certainty of evidence concordantly with the intervention

Under this rubric, the PHPG highlights the challenge of finding sources of even moderate-quality

evidence when randomized studies are unavailable (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 50). For instance, Pega

et al. (2017) report that while randomized trials were widely available (16 out of 21 studies reviewed),

due to the nature of the intervention (i.e. a UCT), these RCTs lacked appropriate blinding. Therefore, all

RCTs were downgraded according to the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool’s criterion of performance bias

(Pega et al., 2017, pp. 27-28). For this reason, even when randomized studies were available, Pega et al.

still faced the challenge of finding sources of moderate-quality evidence. Relatedly, the PHPG further

argues that there needs to be a more fine-grained way of evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of

different study designs within the category of non-randomized studies (NRSs), noting the need to

further develop the tool for assessing the ‘risk of bias in non-randomized studies of interventions’

(ROBINS-I)
13
(Hilton Boon et al., 2021, p. 50).

Designing a ROBINS-I-like tool for UBI presents additional challenges which are underexplored

by the PHPG. For a given outcome, ROBINS-I requires review authors to construct a “target trial,”

which is defined as an ideal RCT against which the actual NRSs are evaluated using a checklist of “bias

domains” (Sterne et al., 2016). However, this procedure is arguably problematic for UBI research, since

randomization may not be the most important criterion for evaluating UBI studies in the first place. The

fact that most of the outcomes of UBI are community effects (as opposed to purely individual effects)

suggests that the criteria of (1) geographical saturation
14
and (2) scale of the intervention and treatment

groups are more important than (3) randomization, in terms of making the empirical findings closer to

what might be expected to happen in an actual implementation of UBI.

One proposed solution to this challenge, which the PHPG does not mention, is an alternative

methodological schema developed by Widerquist (2018) which prioritizes criterion (1) over (2) and (2)

over (3) when evaluating field experiment methods. For Widerquist, UBI’s ‘target trial’ (in the

ROBINS-I sense) is what he calls a “dream test,” which is an ideal international-scale cluster RCT with

unlimited resources (e.g. time, money, political will) and unanimous participation by all nations in the

world. A variety of UBI systems, existing social institutions, and other alternative policies would then be

distributed among countries in such a way that researchers can “test the effect of UBI on a nation the

way medical researchers test the effect of medicines on individuals” (Widerquist, 2018, p. 131). Using

the dream test as the ‘target trial’, Widerquist follows the above three criteria and rank-orders national

tests, cluster RCTs, saturation studies, and individual RCTs. For example, a nation, a cluster, and a

saturation site may have the same degree of geographical saturation, thus satisfying (1). By virtue of its

14
‘Saturation’ refers to the degree to which a given community is ‘saturated’ by the intervention, with the highest

saturation reached when everyone within the relevant community receives the intervention. In the UBI literature,

a ‘saturation study’ refers to a study comparing two communities, where all members of one of the communities

receive the intervention (Widequist, 2018, p. 22).

13
When selecting eligible studies, Pega et al. (2017) referenced the Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of

Care (EPOC) criteria for CBAs and used self-defined criteria for cohort studies (pp. 13-14). Moreover, when

assessing the risk of bias, Pega et al. did not use the ROBINS-I tool, claiming that “no credible, standardised tool

for assessing the risk of bias in cohort studies currently exists” (p. 17) at the time when their review was drafted.

Instead, the review authors followed the 2009 Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) guideline, which was

mostly identical to the Cochrane guideline for assessing the risk of bias for RCTs.
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geographical scale, the national test is ranked above the other two due to (2), which is then followed by

a cluster RCT due to (3), while a saturation study, which satisfies neither (2) nor (3), is ranked third.

Individual RCTs are very weak on (1) and are thus ranked below saturation studies.

Table 1. Sample Categorization of UBI Experiments According toWiderquist (2018)’s

Schema
15

Rank Method UBI Experiments Quasi-UBI Experiments
16

— Dream Test — —

1 National Test Human Development Fund

(Mongolia)

Oil Dividend (Iran)

Amiri Grant (Kuwait)

2 Cluster RCT GiveDirectly (Kenya)

SEWA (Madhya Pradesh)

Programa de Apoyo Alimentario

Pilot (Mexico)

—

3 Saturation Study Wealth Partaking Scheme (Macau

SAR)

Namibia BIG (Otjivero-Omitara)

Permanent Fund Dividend

(Alaska)

Mincome (Manitoba)

Reddito di Cittadinanza (Italy)

Telangana (India)

4 Individual RCT B-Mincome (Barcelona)

SEED (Stockton, CA)

OBIP (Ontario)

Kela (Finland)

Government Pilot (New Delhi)

USA NIT Experiments (IN, IA, NJ,

NC, Seattle/Denver)

16
Under this heading, we include field experiments which are improperly called ‘UBI experiments’ in popular

discourse. The cash transfers examined in these experiments fail to satisfy the criteria of universality,

unconditionality, and periodicity. Mincome, the OBIP, and the USA NIT Experiments were structured as NIT

experiments, where for every dollar earned through employment, a certain fixed amount was deducted from the

benefit transfer. As already mentioned in the introduction, NITs contain hidden conditionalities and are thus

distinct from UBIs (Green et al., 2021; Vanderborght & Van Parijs, 2017, pp. 32-40). The Kela experiment is

commonly treated as a UBI experiment, yet as Kangas et al. (2019) report, a closer examination of the experiment

setup shows that this is more accurately characterized as a conditional cash transfer experiment.

15
We constructed this table on the basis of the following sources: Human Development Fund (Gentilini et al.,

2019), GiveDirectly (GiveDirectly, 2019), SEWA (Davala et al., 2015), Programa de Apoyo Alimentario (Cunha et

al., 2019), Wealth Partaking Scheme (Kwong, 2013), Namibia BIG (Haarmann et al., 2009), Alaska Permanent

Fund Dividend (Wideruist & Howard, 2012), B-Mincome (Lain, 2019), SEED (Baker et al., 2021; Baker et al.,

2019), Cherokee Dividend (Akee et al., 2010), ReCivitas (Augusto & Brancaglione, 2018), Iran Oil Dividend

(Gentilini et al., 2019), Amiri Grant (Gentilini et al., 2019), Mincome (Forget, 2011; Hum & Simpson, 1993),

Reddito di Cittadinanza (Gentilini et al., 2019), Telangana (Gentilini et al., 2019), OBIP (McDowell & Ferdosi,

2021), Kela (Kangas et al., 2019), Indian Government Pilot (Gentilini et al., 2019), USA NIT Experiments

(Gentilini et al., 2019), Gyeonggi Pilot (GRI Basic Income Research Group, 2019), and Yusaku Maezawa

(Unayama, 2020). Information for the Satoru Mochizuki Pilot and the Freedom Dividend Pilot were obtained

from social media.
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— Miscellaneous Cherokee Dividend (USA)

ReCivitas (Brazil)

Yusaku Maezawa (Japan)

Satoru Mochizuki (Japan)

Gyeonggi Pilot (Korea)

Freedom Dividend Pilot (USA)

To date, Widerquist’s discussion is the only attempt within the UBI research community to provide a

systematic evaluation of the different field experiment methods for studying UBI according to a set of

common criteria. This schema is an improvement on ROBINS-I insofar as randomization is not blindly

privileged, and that Widerquist’s criteria (1) and (2) capture features that have higher relevance when

translating findings from UBI studies into recommendations and policy decisions.

However, we argue that Widerquist’s schema remains problematic insofar as non-field

experiments are not included and that it rank-orders experiments solely by the general study design

without paying sufficient attention to other features. In this context, two additional sets of challenges

arise. The first set of challenges pertains to finding a way to systematically evaluate other investigative

strategies, such as laboratory experiments
17
, qualitative methods, and, most especially, computer

simulations. Computer simulations using high-quality empirical big data, obtained from a saturation

site, would satisfy criteria (1) and (2). However, the reliability of findings from such simulations will

also depend on the adequacy of the model. Models that have been used in the UBI literature include

EUROMOD (Martinelli, 2020; Sutherland & Figari, 2013), Canada’s SPSD/M (Ammar et al., 2020;

MacDonald, 2016; Statistics Canada, 2016), PolicyMod (Henderson et al., 2020), customized models

tested for overall empirical fit (Clavet et al., 2013), customized models based on experimental findings

in the UBI literature (Nikiforos et al., 2017), and cruder equations that are not tested for fit (Hoynes &

Rothstein, 2019). Within the UBI literature, critics have pointed out that such models are subject to the

Lucas critique (Delsen, 2019, p. 16; Spermann, 2017, p. 4).
18
By comparison, computer simulations

using more sophisticated models in other fields have actively informed policymakers, most notably the

Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) for evaluating climate policies and calculating the social cost of

carbon (Forster et al., 2018, pp. 8-9). We believe that the IAM evaluation literature, for example, gives a

detailed list of challenges (Wilson et al., 2021)
19
which may be useful for developing additional

guidelines for evaluating the quality of computer simulation models in UBI.

The second set of challenges pertains to accounting for features of individual studies other than

their general study design. Relatedly, ROBINS-I-like tools for UBI require additional flexibility to

19
For example, Weyant (2017) identifies seven challenges related to the improvement of the design and use of

IAMs: “(1) what to count and how to count it; (2) the inclusion of extreme and discontinuous outcomes; (3) the

treatment of regional, national, and international equity; (4) the treatment of intertemporal discounting and

intergenerational equity; (5) projections of baseline drivers; (6) capturing interactions between impact sectors and

feedbacks to the climate system; and (7) dealing with uncertainty and risk” (p. 124). Much of this applies directly

to UBI simulations too, especially when the term ‘climate system’ is replaced by the term ‘social system’. Other

challenges include decisions on assumptions regarding market rebound effects (Colmenares et al., 2020),

monetary theory (Pollitt & Mercure, 2017), and GDP growth (Keyßer & Lenzen, 2021).

18
The relevant version of the Lucas critique states that econometric models ignore the fact that “when economic

policy changes, the structure of the relationships between economic variables shifts due to changes in agents’

behavior.... This would invalidate [long-term] econometric inferences between past data and the forecasted effects

of a new policy” (Goutsmedt et al., 2015, p. 3). As Goutsmedt et al. (2015) point out, there is an ongoing discussion

on whether and to what extent dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models adequately overcome the Lucas

critique.

17
See Jokipalo (2019) and Haigner et al. (2012) for concrete examples. Also see Noguera & Wispelaere (2006) for

a discussion on the need for laboratory experiments in UBI research.
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account for how the importance of different types of evidence changes depending on the outcome being

studied. For example, when assessing whether a UBI reduces social stigma compared to conditional

welfare (Calnitsky, 2016; Roelen, 2020), qualitative evidence arguably plays a central role in providing

review authors and decision-makers with a realistic social-psychological account. Reviews that focus on

other, more quantitative outcomes, such as general equilibrium effects, may see purely quantitative

data related to consumer spending, consumer price, investment levels, per capita income, and other

such factors to be more important (Cf. Egger et al., 2019). Furthermore, the procedure of evaluating

actual studies against a ‘target trial’ should be abandoned in the case of UBI research. This is because in

the case of UBI, studies focusing on different outcomes will frequently end up using the same ‘target

trial’, namely Widerquist’s ‘dream test’. The differences between the dream test and actual studies will

necessarily be too great, leading to most if not all studies being downgraded to ‘very low quality’,

resulting in a failure to make informative assessments. These pitfalls need to be avoided when

developing guidelines for evaluating NRSs for UBI research.

6 - Formulating recommendations for review users

The last set of challenges presented in the PHPG paper pertains to finding a way “to reconcile the

tension between the methodologically correct presentation of evidence and recommendations as per

GRADE and the implications of strong vs. conditional recommendations from the perspective of

decision makers in political environments” (Hilton Boon et al., 2021, pp. 50-51)
20
. The PHPG states that

there are many cases in which there is pressure to give strong recommendations to public health

interventions even if the quality of evidence is low, such as in the presence of life-threatening situations

and/or unclear benefits but clear threat of harm if the intervention is not introduced (ibid). To illustrate

this point with reference to Pega et al. (2017), the review authors claim that they “did not identify any

harms from UCTs” (p. 2), yet it was unclear as to whether situations would exist in which not

implementing a UCT might lead to serious harms. As an example emblematic of this ambiguity, the

effect of UCTs on ‘parenting quality’ ranged from “a meaningful harm to no meaningful change” (pp.

7-8). Likewise, the effect of UCTs on levels of depression also contained “very serious imprecision” in

the form of “the 95% confidence estimate or estimates ranging from a meaningful benefit to a

meaningful harm” (p. 6). Given this situation, Pega et al. were unable to formulate any

recommendations regarding these and other primary outcomes.
21

Contrary to what the PHPG paper suggests, we claim that GRADE-like guidelines for UBI will

not be able to reconcile epistemic correctness with the high political demand for exaggerated

recommendations. Given the politically charged nature of discourse around UBI, claims resembling a

strong recommendation have been made and will continue to be made by influential figures regardless

21
It is worth noting that Pega et al. (2017) nonetheless highlight certain pieces of information that might help

decision-makers specify the conditions which change the effectiveness of UCTs. For example, the review authors

highlight how several of the reviewed studies fail to sufficiently account for the diminishing marginal utility of

cash transfers on those who are wealthy compared to those who are poor: “USD 10 provided to a participant with

an annual income of USD 15,000 is not equivalent to USD 10 provided to a participant with an annual income of

USD 50,000.” (p. 18). Nevertheless, the broader difficulty of formulating conditional recommendations remains.

20
According to the GRADE Evidence to Decision framework, “[a] strong recommendation means the panel is

confident that the desirable consequences outweigh the undesirable, or vice versa; a conditional recommendation

means the panel is less confident. When panels make a conditional recommendation, they should provide clear

guidance regarding the specific conditions that favour implementing or rejecting the option” (Moberg et al., 2018,

p. 11).
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of whether they are sufficiently warranted by evidence. For example, US President Joe Biden had

argued that UBI will not enable the unemployed to live a dignified life because it ends up “selling

American workers short,” a claim which he translates into a ‘strong recommendation’ against UBI as a

way to combat technological unemployment (Biden, 2017). Greek Member of Parliament Yanis

Varoufakis has argued that UBI will increase the bargaining power of workers and thus

“single-handedly” make the exploitation of gig-workers “impossible,” an argument which he converts to

a ‘strong recommendation’ for UBI as a way to fight worker precarity (Varoufakis, 2020, p. 54). While

this is partly a problem with the communication of UBI research, unlike medical systematic reviews,

UBI studies garner a much broader public interest, thus exposing itself to risks of miscommunication in

ways that go far beyond what is anticipated by GRADE and even the PHPG. Therefore, it is prima facie

unclear as to how systematic review guidelines can provide meaningful guidance to review authors on

how to pre-empt and mitigate such issues when formulating recommendations in the case of UBI.

Moreover, due to the variety of active causal pathways in different social settings, it is practically

challenging to specify the conditions under which UBI can be recommended as a way to produce a given

outcome. Contrary to PHPG’s advocacy of conditional recommendations, this implies that reviews of

UBI need to find a way to be policy-relevant without necessarily presenting a generalized

recommendation. As one model for integrating evidence from systematic reviews with local settings,

Cowen and Cartwright (2019) present a case study of a policing policy intervention, namely alley-gating,

in which local and context-specific pieces of evidence play a role that is arguably more important than

RCTs in helping policymakers to decide whether alley-gating should be implemented to prevent

burglary. Even for this integrated approach to work, however, conclusions produced by UBI

experiments still need to have a degree of generalizability to other settings. The challenge is made even

more serious by the fact that most extant UBI studies do not contain a section discussing the

generalizability, or lack thereof, of their findings to other social contexts (either similar or dissimilar).

Another challenge related to addressing implications for decision makers arises in the debate as

to whether Frequentist statistical inference methods are to be preferred over Bayesian decision

procedures for enhancing decision-making. This is especially pertinent when studies lack a sufficient

sample size to have high confidence in the accuracy of effect estimates. Frequentist inferences in the

context of public health interventions typically require larger sample sizes compared to Bayesian

inferences (Fischer et al., 2013, p. 489). Moreover, Johannesson (2020) has recently shown that the

Bayesian and the Frequentist cannot, in certain non-trivial cases, even agree upon the assignment of

probabilities to the same set of data, forcing anyone employing these statistical paradigms to take a side

on the matter. In the context of UBI research, Pega et al. (2017, p. 18) employ the formalism of

confidence intervals, a hallmark of Frequentist statistical inference, following the GRADE Handbook

(Schünemann et al., 2013, §7.5.2).
22
Bayesian statisticians would reject this method, opting instead for

using ‘credible intervals’, which have a different epistemic structure tied to subjective credence rather

than the frequency of events. Indeed, Bayesian methods are seldom used in the UBI literature
23
and it is

unclear why when sample sizes may not be large enough in some cases to justify extant Frequentist

23
A notable exception is Dorsett (2020), who opts for a Bayesian method to study the effect of the Alaska

Permanent Fund Dividend on crime rates in Alaska. More specifically, Dorsett employs counterfactual reasoning

in their linear regression model as a means of simulating what would have happened were the Alaskan dividend

not given to recipients. See Widerquist & Howard (2012) for details on the Alaskan dividend program.

22
See Higgins et al. (2021), specifically section 10.13, for a discussion of Bayesian meta-analysis techniques in the

context of Cochrane. However, the GRADE Handbook does not have a dedicated section to the discussion of

Bayesian methods.
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methods. Systematic review guidelines for cash transfer studies ought to address the Frequentist vs.

Bayesianism debate and help review authors navigate these methodological issues.

Finally, given a comparative lack of direct empirical studies testing UBI policies, any

recommendation for or against a full-scale UBI will need to take into account its fundamental

uncertainty. The ethical and political stakes of failing to prepare for unforeseen problems is quite high.

For example, based on a survey conducted among participants of the OBIP, 95% of respondents have

reported that “they put their life plans on hold or abandoned them altogether as a result of the

cancellation of the pilot” (McDowell & Ferdosi, 2021, p.32). If the cancellation of a pilot project has

already impacted the lives of former recipients, it is reasonable to assume that the cancellation of a

full-scale UBI due to unforeseen circumstances would have an even greater negative impact on the

population. Whether and to what extent a systematic review employing GRADE would be able to help

policymakers prepare for such ‘unknown unknowns’ remains to be seen.

7 - Conclusion

The long-form Cochrane review by Pega et al. as well as the subsequent discussion by the GRADE PHPG

may create the impression that GRADE is an adequate foundation for designing a systematic review

guideline for reviewing UBI and other cash transfer studies. However, this paper suggests that the

adaptation of medical systematic review guidelines to economic methodology is far from

straightforward and is in fact more challenging than claimed by the PHPG. While an updated and more

nuanced GRADE-like guideline for UBI is forthcoming, methodologists will do well to note several

under-discussed factors which we argued for in this paper: the intrinsic diversity of stakeholders, the

exclusion of relevant perspectives from their reviews, the potential biases that informed the selection

and prioritization of UBI-related outcomes as well as their interpretations, the specific ways in which

NRSs, including computer simulations and qualitative studies, were or were not incorporated into the

review, and the potential risks of miscommunication that might occur when the findings of the review

are presented to the general public.

Solutions to the challenges raised in this paper are not obvious and will vary depending on one’s

role, expertise, and the specificities of the task at hand. As demonstrated in sections 2 through 6, the

GRADE PHPG underestimates or overlooks many of the additional challenges that we raised in the

context of designing and implementing an adequate systematic review guideline for UCT and UBI

studies. Therefore, those involved in the development of systematic review guidelines, including

GRADE, will need to pay closer attention to the details of these challenges. If sufficiently adequate

solutions are forthcoming, GRADE and GRADE-like guidelines will need to at least flag the existence of

these unresolved challenges so as to inform review authors of the potential limitations of their findings.

Finally, we note that the foregoing discussion does not imply the rejection of adapting medical

systematic review guidelines tout court for UCT and UBI research. Once their methodological

challenges and limitations are taken into account, successful guidelines in medical research such as

GRADE may continue to provide valuable guidance and models for producing high-quality systematic

reviews for economic policy interventions.
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